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Polarion 2.5 Features Numerous Enhancements
Polarion software announces version 2.5 release of Polarion for Subversion
Stuttgart, Germany, March 20, 2006 — Polarion Software, creators of fully integrated
application lifecycle management solutions and services, today announced the release of its
innovative collaboration platform, Polarion for subversion 2.5. The release integrates numerous
new features, with special attention to project management functionality including added project
progress reporting, and special views for project times. To guarantee the quality of planning, the
Polarion Dashboard now displays real-time information about project progress.
Polarion for SVN v2.5 also features improved Configuration Management. Work Items as well as
documents for a Baseline can now be added and compared with each other. Creation of
Baselines was also optimized for naming revisions. It is now possible to compare Baseline
against another Baseline, the topical status against Baseline, the Baseline versus Revision, or
one Revision against another.
A new Change Management feature called Workflow Designer enables workflows to be viewed
graphically, and unique Live Document concept extensions were implemented. Now tables as
well as images can be included in the Work Item Preview and in the Multi-Edit-View.
Polarion for Subversion 2.5 is the ideal supplement for Subversion since it covers the essential
software engineering disciplines of Project Management, Requirements Management and
Change Management. It supports distributed teams through the web-based interface, providing
another major advantage of Polarion over customary environments.

Polarion Software has now accumulated more than three years of Subversion-rich know-how and
offers consulting and support services for enterprises that would like to implement Subversion.
"We have in recent months seen reinforced interest in the market for Subversion, the de facto
successor to CVS," said Frank Schröder, CEO of Polarion Software. "For quite some time now
Subversion has grown out of its children’s shoes. It has become standard in numerous wellknown enterprises, providing a real alternative to established commercial products like
ClearCase, PVCS or CM SYNERGY."
Polarion software offers free plug-ins for migrating many existing configuration management
systems to Subversion. Further information is available at www.polarion.org.
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